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Held	 20

Minutes of Regular Meeting: April 17, 2006

eeting called to order by Craig LaHote

edge of Allegiance

20, 2006 Regular Meeting and the Taped Minutes of that meeting. Britten — yes
aHote- yes Mack-absent

ritten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve the minutes of the April
110, 2006 Department Head Meeting and the Taped Minutes of that meeting.

ritten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent

pproval of the April 3, 2006 minutes were table to the next meeting due to
aHote being absent for that meeting and not able to vote on the minutes and Mack
ing absent at this meeting leaving only Britten to approve the minutes.

ritten made a motion (seconded by LaHote to approve the bill in the amount of
135,498.29 Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent

ritten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve the amended agenda.
ritten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent

aintenance: Kraig Gottfried asked the Trustees to approve paying the bill for the
racy Rd./Dowling Rd. project that was done back in 1999. The township just

received the bill which had been found on the old Wood County Engineer's desk
after he retired. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve paying
t e bill in the amount of $101,041.86 for the work done on Dowling and Tracy

ds. Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent Next Gottfried asked the
rustees to approve having Progressive Sweeping sweep the roads three times this
ar at a cost of $6,185.00 (PO is made out for $6,200.00) Britten made a motion
econded by LaHote) to approve this request. Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-
sent

olice: Chief Stribrny talked about our involvement on the Traffic Grant program.
ribrny said the grant covers overtime cost to have officers do traffic stops. They
so attend meetings on a regular basis. Every year the Governors Highway Safety
ffice gives away equipment and this year we were chosen to receive a MPH

hon Radar unit worth approximately $1,382.00. This unit can be used in both
ationary and mobile modes. This addition to our equipment helps as we will
ve to start replacing our current radars.

Ire/ EMS: Deputy Chief Brice told the Trustees he had a couple quotes on
stalling the two Tornado sirens of 660.00 each. The sirens to we are looking at
e on Reitz Rd. just west of Ault Rd. and on 199 just north of Neiderhouse.

oIl Call: LaHote, Britten, Hrosko, Chief Stribrny, Deputy Chief Brice, Kraig
1:3ottfi-ied, Grant Garn and Robert Warnimont. Chief Dimick & Robert Mack were

sent.

ritten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve the minutes of the March
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}Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve having theirens

The next issue Brice brought up was the siren at Chrysler. This is an ongoing
problem where some times it activates and sometimes it does not. Federal Siren
Services came out and inspected it and said functionally it works. They were able
to activate it. The problem appears to be the signal. It either is not reaching the
siren or is being disrupted. One potential solution is to install an external antenna
on the siren but this is a 50/50 shot. The cost is $568.00 to have it done. LaHote
asked if this is a directional antenna but the quote does not say. This will be
looked into and brought back at a later meeting.

Recreation: Bob Warnimont told the Trustees that once again the recycling was
very busy, that they filled 10 carts with paper and 9 barrels with glass. Then
Warnimont said he talked to Judy Hagen, who is the Head of the litter board at
Perrysburg City, and together we are going to try to purchase through the Solid
Waste Annual Grant a MadVac 101 diesel, riding, litter vac. The cost would be
about $28,000.00. Going in on it with the City, we would have a better chance of
getting the grant. There is no guarantee we would get the grant but with the
Trustees approval Warnimont would start the paperwork. If we do receive the
grant both entities would pay half and then get reimbursed. Britten said he felt this
was a no brainier as it would be free if we get it and we would have a better chance
with the City. Warnimont said this could even lead to other ventures with the City.
Hrosko asked if we should look into the usage of it with the City and also talk to
John Eckel concerning the maintenance of it. Warnimont said this could all be
worked out if we get the unit LaHote told Warnimont he appreciated him taking
the time to look out for all theses grant opportunities. Britten said he thought the
two entities should file the grant then get the answers before we actually purchase
it. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to have Warnimont get the grant
paperwork filled out with the City of Perrysburg and see what happens and then
get a resolution. Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent

Zoning:	 Grant Garn asked the Trustees to set a hearing date for ZC-2006-13
the property at Thompson and Neiderhouse Rd. Garn told them they have until the
15th of May to hear it. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to set May
15, 2006 at 8:15pm as the hearing date and time. Britten — yes LaHote- yes
Mack-absent Gam then told the Trustees that the Board of Zoning Appeals will
be meeting at 6pm on April 18 th concerning Perrysburg Heights Center who are
asking for a variance on the rear setback and conditional. Next on the agenda was
a hearing for the PUD Amendment for a major/minor for Stonegate Villas
concerning the relocation of the entry wall and sign. Garn told the Trustees this
was due to the storm water catch basins location. Garn then introduced Mr.
Radeloff Vice President of Jefferson Development, LLC. Mr. Radeloff explained
that when they went to lay out the wall they discovered that there was a problemI

with the catch basin. If they put the wall where it was originally going it would
prevent the water from entering the catch basin. Now they would like to basically
keep the wall the same but adjust the radius from a 30' radius to a 15' radius. Thi
would keep the catch basin behind the wall ands allow the water to flow into it.
Architecturally it still plays the same function. Britten mentioned to Mr. Radeloff
that though the wall was completely off the road right away, if is going to be on tb
utility right away and if the utility company needs to rip it up, they will probably
take the wall up. Mr. Radeloff replied he was aware of this but hoped it would
never have to happen. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve
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I inor change. Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent Garn then  told the
.7.2•.•.@ n •it	 ::m .=4	 wing 4 n11im.Nni•imi ome :Awe_ member of the

Board of Zoning Appeals for the remainder of the year. Britten made a motion
( econded by LaHote) to approve Jim Bennett as the alternate member of the

oard of Zoning Appeals for the remainder of the year. Britten — yes LaHote-
s Mack-absent

ffice: Shirley Haar had the Trustees sign the Check Report (there was no PO
r port).

dministrator: John Hrosko asked the Trustees to set a hearing date for the
,ioxcove Lighting District. Hrosko said it had to be at least 30 days out. Britten
ade a motion (seconded by LaHote) to set June 5, 2006 at 8:15pm for the hearing
ate. Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent Hrosko told the Trustees that he

and Britten had a meeting with the PUCO on the CSX Hufford Rd. Railroad
1

dossing last week Hrosko said he did receive a letter after that and the project is a
gio. The crossing gates and cross bucks will be installed with a December 2006
completion date. Next Hrosko said he was requesting having Asset Protection fix

e alarms in the Fire/Trustee building and the Maintenance building. They will
tall the dialers in both buildings They were damaged in the freak winter

ghting storm this winter and the damage will be covered by our insurance (less
e deductible of $500.00). The cost will be $460.00 for both. At the same time
osko would like Asset Protection to install audible horns in the sleeping quarters
the Fire Department at a cost of $450.00. Britten made a motion (seconded by

aHote) to approve installing both the dialers and the audible horns at a cost of
10.00. Britten — yes LaHote- yes Mack-absent Hrosko then went on to talk
out the new copy machine (quote in file) from Goodrdinont's the Township
ould like to purchase. The current copier we have cost the Township about
,704.93 per year to use and maintain. The new copier, which would have a

uch greater range of uses (copier, scanner, fax), would cost about $2,875.80 per
3, ar. to lease. Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve leasing

s machine at a cost not to exceed $2,875.80 per year. Britten — yes LaHote-
ps Mack-absent Hrosko said he wanted to clear up something that was in the
per. The building renovations being talked about do not include the Police
ilding. Also Hrosko said that the sidewalk resolution passed a few meetings back

i not a resolution to make residents put in sidewalks, but to take the burden of
stalling and maintaining sidewalks off the taxpayers and put it on the developers
a subdivision and the people who buy those lots. Also the home owners who

ently have sidewalks will be required to maintain them at their cost.

15 — Zoning Change ZC2006-02 Wal-Mart Garn read the letter to the Trustees
ncerning this change (copy in file) and then introduced Nick Miller. Mr. Miller
ho is with Atwell Hicks spoke about meeting with the Assisted Living people to
o over some design issues and met with the church to the north to go over some of
eir concerns. After discussing where the storm water would run (into the dry

ci eek to the north) Britten asked if Rt. 20 would be a right in/ right out. Mr. Miller
.r plied it would be. Britten then asked about the improvements to Simmons Rd.

. Miller replied that that they will be in compliance with the County, Township
and City of Rossford on any improvements that they require. Mr. Miller said they
h ve some meetings with Rossford on expanding the roads. Mr. Miller also stated

at the exit on Simmons Rd. will line up with the drive coming out of Meijers and
will be a public road. Garn told the Trustees he gave them a copy of a memo
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Ibgrn David_ Kuhn, P_F,. of Feller and Finch (copy in file) stating "We(recommend

three items being taken care of". These items have now been taken care of.
LaHote then opened the floor for comments on this issue. Don Smith asked abo
a light at the outlet on Simmons Rd. Mr. Miller said they are proposing a stop
sign be installed and that the study recommended no light. Mr. Miller also said
that the study that was completed said no device is needed at the exit onto Rt. 20,
but Wal-Mart will install a stop sign there just to encourage motorist to stop befor
they exit out into traffic. Mr. Smith spoke about the road widening and made a
recommendation to Mr. Miller that Wal-Mart for safety reasons use Blue Spruce
Trees in their landscaping because they have a very soft pine cone. Mr. Miller sai
he would take that under consideration. Britten then asked if the road widening
would narrow back down by the two driveways. Mr. Miller replied right now tha
they had to match the existing lanes, and again the improvements on Simmons R
are designed to comply with the recommendation of the County, Township and
City of Rossford.

Glen Wenz, who owns the 20 acres behind where Wal-Mart asked if the road is
going to be widened on the Wal-Mart side or is it going to come off the other side
Britten replied that the road will have a gradual curve and the widening will come
off the west side of the road.

Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to approve this PUD with the
stipulation they work with the County and ODOT to make sure that Simmons R
gets widened wide enough to handle the traffic. Britten yes LaHote- yes
Mack-absent

LaHote asked if there were any public comments not related to Wal-Mart

Public Comments;

Don Smith stated to the Trustees that on the Radeloff property the old signs can not
be used because the letters are too large. Mr. Smith stated they are over 10" high
Mr. Smith advised the Trustees that they should look into this.

Hearing no other comments:

Britten made a motion (seconded by LaHote) to adjourn Britten — yes LaHote-
yes Mack-absent  
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